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5

Abstract

6

Alteration of metabolic pathways is a key component of the evolution of new phenotypes. Flower

7

color is a striking example of the importance of metabolic evolution in a complex phenotype, wherein

8

shifts in the activity of the underlying pathway lead to a wide range of pigments. Although exper-

9

imental work has identied common classes of mutations responsible for transitions among colors,

10

we lack a unifying model that relates pathway function and activity to the evolution of distinct

11

pigment phenotypes. One challenge in creating such a model is the branching structure of pigment

12

pathways, which may lead to evolutionary trade-os due to competition for shared substrates. In

13

order to predict the eects of shifts in enzyme function and activity on pigment production, we

14

created a simple kinetic model of a major plant pigmentaion pathway: the anthocyanin pathway.

15

This model describes the production of the three classes of blue, purple and red anthocyanin pig-

16

ments, and accordingly, includes multiple branches and substrate competition. We rst studied the

17

general behavior of this model using a realistic, functional set of parameters. We then stochastically

18

evolved the pathway toward a dened optimum and and analyzed the patterns of xed mutations.

19

This approach allowed us to quantify the probability density of trajectories through pathway state

20

space and identify the types and number of changes.

21

trajectories and constraints help to explain experimental observations, i.e., the predominance of

22

mutations which change color by altering the function of branching genes in the pathway. These

23

analyses provide a theoretical framework which can be used to predict the consequences of new

24

mutations in terms of both pigment phenotypes and pleiotropic eects.

25
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2

Finally, we examine whether the observed
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27

Introduction

28

Many complex phenotypes evolve through changes to the acitivity of metabolic pathways [15]. In

29

addition to forming the basis for the extraction and transfer of energy within organisms, metabolism

30

contributes to phenotypes by producing essential cellular products such as structural components,

31

toxins, and pigments [610].

32

the topological structure of pathways and the biochemical constraints of the individual enzymatic

33

components [4, 10, 11]. Furthermore, regulatory architecture governing pathway gene expression

34

plays a vital role in the evolution of pathway activity and the resulting alterations in phenotype

35

[10, 1218]. These properties make metabolic pathways excellent systems to study the fundamental

36

principles that underly the genotype-phenotype map of complex phenotypes.

Evolution of metabolic pathways is known to be shaped by both

37

A large body of theoretical work has been devoted to understanding the control of metabolic

38

pathways by topology and enzyme properties. Metabolic control analysis arose from classical en-

39

zyme kinetics and solved the problem of analyzing entire metabolic systems simultaneously, rather

40

than focusing on individual components in isolation [1921].

41

applied to the analysis of empirical data and to problems in metabolic engineering [2, 2224]. How-

42

ever, application of these theoretical approaches to the study of metabolic pathway evolution has

43

been sparse. A few studies within the last decade have used simulation-based approaches to study

44

the basic principles governing the evolution of extremely simple pathway models [25, 26]. These

45

studies revealed important patterns, such as the disproportionate occurrence of large-eect bene-

46

cial mutations at enzymes with the most control over pathway ux, and the focus of metabolic ux

47

control at upstream and branching enzymes. However, it remains unclear if these patterns extend

48

into more complex and biologically-realistic pathways or if greater complexity introduces additional

49

constraints on pathway evolution. Highly branched pathways may be subject to strong trade-os

50

arising from competition for substrates and enzymes [11, 27, 28]. Several studies have probed the

51

behavior of more biologically-realistic pathway models using similar modelling approaches [8, 9],

52

but only recently have studies began to probe the evolutionary dynamics of pathways during phe-

53

notypic transitions [29], and these have dealt with simple linear pathways. The interplay between

3

These methods have been widely
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54

various aspects of pathway structure may result in complex mutational tness landscapes character-

55

ized by inaccessible regions of phenotype space and therefore greater predictability in evolutionary

56

trajectories.

57

Although theory has not examined the evolution of phenotypes arising from branching pathways,

58

empirical studies can provide insight into the types of mutations that contribute to evolutionary

59

change.

60

[5, 30], various metabolic pathways in yeast [31] and Drosophila [7], and anthocyanin biosynthesis

61

in owering plants [3234], have yielded insights into the molecular mechanisms and systems-level

62

constraints on evolving metabolic pathways. For example, causative mutations can be drawn from

63

several broad classes such as regulatory vs. biochemical (structural) and upstream vs. downstream

64

[3237].

65

result in the emergence of detectable hotspot loci that recur in recapitulated instances of the

66

same phenotypic transitions [3843].

67

an explanation for these patterns [15, 33, 37].

68

chromosomal location, may also play a role [44].

69

to these types of predictable patterns is critical for understanding the evolution of the phenotypes

70

that result from metabolic activity [35, 37, 45].

Evolutionary studies on experimental systems, such as carotenoid metabolism in birds

These classes tend to be dierentially favored during evolutionary trajectories and can

Pleiotropic interactions have commonly been suggested as
However, other factors such as target size and
Determining how pathway structure gives rise

71

Flower color has proven to be a particularly useful model for studying the origin of novel pheno-

72

types through metabolic evolution. Color is determined predominantly by the presence of various

73

pigment compounds, the most common of which are produced by the highly conserved anthocyanin

74

biosynthesis pathway (Fig. 1). This pathway is nested within the larger architecture of avonoid

75

biosynthesis, which produces an array of related compounds that act as pigments, sunscreens, and

76

substrates for downstream reactions [46]. The anthocyanin pathway consists of a series of branching

77

enzymes that give rise to three principal classes of red, purple, and blue pigments (Fig. 1). Further

78

downstream modications of these basic building blocks result in the diversity of colorful pigments

79

found across the owering plants. Building on existing knowledge of this pathway, experimental

80

work that spans several decades has shown that changes in oral anthocyanin pigmentation re-

81

sult from both biochemical and regulatory modications of pathway components, often occurring

4
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82

at branching enzymes [33, 47]. Based on the available data, these loci appear to be evolutionary

83

hotspots, repeatedly targeted by mutations independently in multiple lineages. In particular, regu-

84

latory mutations at branching loci have been responsible for many large-eect mutations observed

85

in nature [3335, 37, 43, 48].

86

also been observed, apparently occurring to optimize the transitioning phenotypes [34, 36].

87

observation of repeated xation of mutations at certain pathway genes suggests a certain level of

88

predictability in ower color evolution that could potentially be explained by the pathway structure.

89

Larger macro-evolutionary studies have also uncovered various patterns in the evolution of an-

Biochemical modications of downstream pathway enzymes have
The

90

thocyanin ower coloration.

91

blue pigments, are not commonly observed in nature [4951]. Transition rates between dierently-

92

pigmented states, such as blue to red, display a high degree of asymmetry [51].

93

branching structure of the anthocyanin pathway makes it dicult to intuitively rationalize some

94

of these experimental observations. The possibility of evolutionary trade-os due to competition

95

for shared substrates, inaccessible regions in the state space of the pathway, and non-linear rela-

96

tionships between mutational eects at dierent loci, make it even more dicult to quantitatively

97

predict the impact of mutations in pathway genes. We lack a unifying model that relates pathway

98

function and activity to the evolution of distinct pigment phenotypes, which makes it impossible to

99

construct a comprehensive picture of the mutational landscape underlying evolution of the pathway.

100

Experimental observations appear to be consistent with theoretical predictions from simple models,

101

such as the apparent prevalence of xed mutations at branch-point enzymes [26]. However, neither

102

the available empirical data nor the currently existing mathematical models are sucient to draw

103

broad conclusions or inform our expectations for complex biological pathways.

104

Certain phenotypic states, such as the joint production of red and

The complex

In the present study, we aimed to use a realistic model of a biological metabolic pathway to

105

predict the predominant mutations that contribute to shifting ux in branching pathways.

106

hypothesized that enzymes capable of exerting dierential control over pathway ux would be the

107

dominant contributors to evolution between phenotypes and that strong trade-os would arise due

108

to competition between these eectors. In order to test these hypotheses and predict the eects

109

of shifts in enzyme function on pigment production, we construct a simplied kinetic model that

5

We
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110

mirrors the structure and properties of the anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway. We then stochas-

111

tically evolve this pathway model from an unbiased starting point toward a dened optimum to

112

address four key questions related to general principles of metabolic pathway evolution: 1)

113

the predicted steady-state activity of the anthocyanin pathway based on its topology?

114

the pathway control structure change during evolution toward a new phenotypic optimum?

115

certain loci and types of mutations predictably involved in phenotypic evolution?

116

arising from pathway structure constrain the evolution of pathway components?

117

that the control structure of the pathway would shift during evolution to facilitate the new phe-

118

notypic optimum. We further hypothesized that certain enzymes in the pathway would represent

119

evolutionary hotspots, while others would tend not to contribute to evolution of pigment compo-

120

sition. We predicted that these primary targets of selection would be enzymes with the greatest

121

ability to exert dierential control over ux down pathway branches.

122

herent behavior of the anthocyanin pathway topology, identify systemic constraints on parameter

123

modications and pigment concentration, and quantify relative contributions of individual pathway

124

components to evolution between phenotypes. Our results indicate that there are many parameter

125

congurations resulting in stable kinetic behavior of the pathway model and a large number of

126

accessible trajectories connecting phenotypic optima. Our analysis of trajectories between dened

127

state space optima reveal key mutational targets, which are the dominant contributors to transitions

128

between pigment phenotypes. This simulation approach informs our expectations for the evolution

129

of the anthocyanin pathway, highlights the key properties that dened pathway evolution and lays

130

the groundwork for understanding other enzymatic systems with branching topologies.

6

4)

2)

What is

How does
3)

Are

Do trade-os

We hypothesized

Here, we quantify the in-
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131

132
133

Methods
Development and computational implementation of the mathematical pathway model

134

We used the generalized rate law formulation specied in [52, 53] to specify rate laws for each

135

enzymatic reaction in the pathway model (Supplemental text).

136

Michaelis constant (KM , which is related to the binding anity) for each enzyme-substrate pair

137

by those of competing enzymes to explicitly incorporate substrate competition. In the absence of

138

substrate competition, the rate law reduces to classic Michaels-Menten kinetics [52, 53]. We chose to

139

use irreversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics, because

140

are t well by an irreversible model [54] (but, see [55, 56]). Moreover, the irreversible form of the

141

model reduces the required number of parameters two-fold relative to the completely reversible

142

equivalent [53].

This rate law form scales the

in vivo measurments avonoid pathway activity

143

Given that detailed kinetic studies are lacking for most anthocyanin pathway enzymes, we

144

instead designed a naive model as a realistic starting state to learn about the relative importance

145

of dierent model parameters and the interplay between these parameters.

146

catalytic constants and Michaelis constants from a comprehensive meta-analysis [57] of enzyme

147

properties performed by mining the BRENDA and KEGG databases [5759].

148

initalized at a starting state with all parameters of a certain type set to be equal. Values for

149

(14

150

[57].

151

insure that starting conditions of the model put the upstream substrate concentration well above

152

KM

153

in the range of naturally-occurring protein concentrations [60].

154

un-optimized starting state, with no preference for any substrates, allowing the null unbiased

155

behavior of the pathway topology to be studied. Boundary conditions of the model were imposed

156

by using an upstream source that ows into the pathway at a constant concentration (0.01mM)

157

and sinks at the end of all branches. The sinks are encoded as simple mass action processes with a

We chose values for

The model was

s−1 ) were set to the median of the distribution calculated in the Barr-Even et al.
KM

Kcat

meta-analysis

values (0.013mM ) were set to 10 times the median value of the empirical distribution to

of the rst enzyme. Enzyme concentrations were initialized to

7

0.0001mM ,

a value reasonably

This model represents a naive,
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ksink

(0.0005

M −1 )

158

single rate constant

that is the same for all sinks. This process represents the

159

diusion of the pathway products away from the volume in which they are synthsesized, which is

160

consistent with the physiological transport of anthocyanin pigments to the vacuole [61, 62].

161

We implemented this mathematical model of the anthocyanin pathway in Python 3.6 using the

162

Tellurium library [63] and the Antimony [64] markdown language. The simulations were performed

163

under the assumption of a single compartment, analagous to all pathway components being present

164

together in a test tube. Tellurium numerically integrates the set of coupled dierential equations

165

describing the pathway model using the Roadrunner API [65].

166

steady state values calculated by Tellurium were consistent with other standard methods, the

167

model was written out in SBML (supplemental-le-1.sbml) [66] and the simulations were then run

168

in COPASI to conrm results [67]. The Tellurium and COPASI values for oating species steady

169

state concentrations were identical.

170
171

To conrm that time-course and

Implementation of evolutionary simulations between dened phenotypic
states
enzo [https://github.com/lcwheeler/enzo], to conduct

172

We developed a custom Python library, called

173

stochastic evolutionary simulations of the pathway. The core Pathway class of

174

for Tellurium and Roadrunner model objects, which holds a model object as an attribute.

175

Pathway object possesses bound methods for conducting evolutionary operations, which allow it

176

to access the built-in attributes of the Roadrunner model.

177

ensemble of Pathway objects, allowing multiple simulations to be conducted while the data for each

178

is collected separately. All Tellurium/Roadrunner model attributes and functions remain accessible

179

to the user. For example, the Roadrunner method used to run a time-course simulation can be run

180

directly on the model attribute of the Pathway object.

enzo

is a wrapper
The

A second PathwaySet class holds an

181

Evolutionary simulations proceed as follows: 1) A Roadrunner model object is initialized from

182

a user-dened Antimony string and held as an attribute of the Pathway object. 2) Steady state

183

concentrations for all oating species in the initial model are calculated. 3) A relative tness for

184

the current model is calculated compared to the user-dened optimum state. 4) The model enters a

8
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185

loop of user-dened length. 5) For each loop iteration, a single randomly-drawn parameter (from a

186

specied list of available parameters) in the model is randomly mutated by multiplying the current

187

parameter value by a value drawn from a gamma distribution with

188

make the total number of negative mutations approximately equal to the total number of positive

189

mutations.

190

of a dened tolerance on the starting value (an argument to the

191

non-functional, along with any mutants resulting in lack of a steady state solution. 6) Steady state

192

concentrations for the mutant model are computed and used to calculate tness [25, 26, 68]. This

193

tness value is used to calculate a selection coecient (s) as the dierence between the current and

194

previous states. 7) For benecial mutations (s

195

a xation probability via a simplied expression (1

196

simplicity. Fixation of the mutation is then determined randomly according the calculated xation

197

probability. Neutral (s

198

are neglible. This strategy speeds up the simulations by removing an extra step for a large number

199

of mutations, which are more commonly deleterious than advantageous.

α = 0.8

and

β = 3,

selected to

Any mutation driving total steady state concentration of all oating species outside

> 0),

evolve

function) are discarded as

the selection coecient is used to calculate

− e−s ),

in which population size is ignored for

= 0) and deleterious (s < 0) are discarded, because the xation probabilities

200

Given the structure of the model, mutations during these evolutionary simulations can alter a

201

range of enzyme parameters. These include enzyme concentration (Et ), Michaelis constant (Km ,

202

proportional to binding anity), and catalytic rate (Kcat ). Each enzyme has one enzyme concentra-

203

tion parameter, but can have multiple

204

The model allows any change to occur independently without correlated eects on other parame-

205

ters. For example, DFR, an enzyme which can bind to multiple substrates, can undergo a mutation

206

to improve its activity on one substrate without change in activity on other substrates. While it

207

might be biologically reasonable to assume some cost of improvement on one substrate for activ-

208

ity on other substrates [69, 70], we examined the kinetic data for all multi-substrate anthocyanin

209

pathway enzymes in the BRENDA database [58] and were unable to detect any patterns of corre-

210

lated changes, positive or negative. Although our model currently assumes independent changes in

211

kinetic parameters, expanding to include correlated changes could be implemented in future (see

212

Discussion).

Km

and

Kcat

9

values, depending on the number of substrates.
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213

The iterative simulation process continues until either the specied number of iterations have

1%).

214

occurred or the user-dened optimum is reached within a specied tolerance (default is

215

state concentrations at each simulation step, selection coecients for each mutation (normalized

216

to mutational size), xed parameter mutation values, control coecient and elasticity matrices for

217

each evolved state, and a nal optimum parameter set are retained for each simulation and held

218

in memory as attributes of the Pathway objects.

219

ensemble of simulated models and all of the corresponding data, can be stored as a compressed

220

pickle

221

Steady

The entire PathwaySet object, containing the

le.

A total of 9,985 independent evolutionary simulations were run between the

naive

starting

222

state and a dened optimum representing a blue-owered state.

223

delphinidin concentration of

224

other values were allowed to drift, subject only to the global constraint placed on total steady

225

state concentration of all species, which was held to within a

226

starting state model. These tolerance values are exible arguments in the

227

and can be modied to suite the needs of the user.

228

Analysis of the simulated data

229

The major goals of our analyses were 1) to characterize the intrinsic behavior of the anthocyanin

230

pathway topology, 2) to determine how the pathway control structure shifts to facilitate movement

231

toward the optimum phenotype, 3) to quantify which loci contribute the most to evolution be-

232

tween phenotypes, and 4) to examine whether competitive relationships between mutations result

233

in pleiotropic trade-os during pathway evolution.

90%

The optimum was dened as a

of total steady state concentration with a

10%

10%

tolerance.

All

tolerance of that from the initial

Pathway

object of

enzo

234

To determine the intrinsic behavior of the anthocyanin pathway topology we rst used the built-

235

in methods of Tellurium to run time-course and steady state simulations of the naive starting state

236

model. We then used metabolic control analysis (MCA) to assess how both the intrinsic control

237

structure of the naive model and how this structure changed in the course of the evolutionary

238

simulations. MCA is a body of theory developed specically for analyzing the control of ux through

239

metabolic pathways [1921].

The standard approach is to calculate two key properties of each

10
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240

reaction in the pathway: 1) the ux and/or concentration control coecients, which are the partial

241

derivatives of each ux/steady state concentration with respect to enzyme activity, and 2) elasticities

242

(also known as reaction order), which are sensitivity coecients calculated by taking the partial

243

derivative of each reaction rate with respect to each substrate concentration. Application of these

244

methods allowed us to assess how the topology of the anthocyanin pathway determines the relative

245

steady state concentrations of end products. To examine the patterns of control over oating species

246

concentrations and the sensitivity of reactions to substrate concentration changes, we used the

247

built-in MCA methods in Tellurium [63] to calculate matrices of concentration control coecients

248

(because we are interested in selection on steady state concentration of pigment compounds) and

249

elasticities corresponding to all pathway reactions in the naive kinetic pathway model. After running

250

the evolutionary simulations, we repeated this analysis on each evolved model (9,985 total) and

251

calculated the median control and elasticity matrices. By subtracting these median matrices from

252

those of the starting state, we calculated the shift in pathway control structure that occurred by

253

evolving toward to the

90%

delphinidin optimum.

254

To directly determine which loci contribute the most to evolution of the pathway toward the

255

delphinidin optimum, we rst directly counted the number of xation events involving each model

256

parameter across all 9,985 simulated trajectories. We then estimated the overall distributions of

257

tness eects (DFE) for each model parameter across all 9,985 replicate simulations by combining

258

the dictionaries of selection coecients logged by each

enzo

Pathway object.

259

To assess potential trade-os arising from the pathway structure, we rst quantied the re-

260

lationships between the steady state concentrations of each oating species over the course of the

261

simulations. We calculated Spearman correlation coecients (ρ) between all pairs of oating species

262

for each of the 9,985 simulated trajectories and then calculated the mean coecient for each rela-

263

tionship. We next quantied the relationships between mutations in commonly xed parameters

264

by determining the directionality of shifts in each parameter at delphinidin-optimized states. We

265

examined the mean behavior and distributions of evolved end-point parameter values across all

266

9,985 simulations. We then initialized a Roadrunner model with the mean-optimal parameter val-

267

ues to characterize the mean behavior of the evolved parameter sets, re-running the time-course and

11
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268

steady state calculations using Tellurium. Finally, we quantied the constraints that parameters

269

place on one another during evolution, by calculating all Spearman correlation coecients (ρ) for

270

each pair of evolvable model parameters (excluding the static 

271

9,985 simulated trajectories, and then computing the mean

272

ρ

sink 

rate parameters) across all

for each relationship.

Results

273

Mathematical model reveals behavior of anthocyanin pathway topology

274

To assess the behavior of the anthocyanin pathway topology we rst constructed a simplied kinetic

275

model, represented as a series of linked, irreversible Michaelis-Menten reactions, initialized with

276

a biologically-realistic set of parameters (see methods). Our naive starting state model, with all

277

enzymes at equal concentrations with equal kinetic parameters, yielded stable time-course dynamics

278

(Fig. 2a) and resulted in a steady state with species concentrations reaching into the low

279

(Fig. 2b). This steady state is characterized by a bias toward products of the rst branches (leading

280

to kampferol and pelargonidin); with pelargonidin, cyanidin, and delphinidin composing

281

10.9%,

282

concentration prole would likely result in red or pink oral coloration [34, 49], which is rare

283

in nature compared to blue and purple coloration [50, 51].

284

has directed pathway activity away from the outcome predicted from topology alone, i.

285

production of the pigment pelargonidin, which requires the fewest biochemical steps. The evolution

286

of owers with higher concentrations of cyanidin and delphinidin can presumably be acheived by

287

a variety of modications such as alteration of enzymes kinetics or changes in enzyme expression

288

level. These mechanisms for modulating pathway ux are studied in detail in subsequent sections.

289

Metabolic control analysis of the naive starting state model indicated that concentration control

290

is highly variable across the pathway (Fig. 2c). The rst step in the pathway, catalyzing conversion

291

of P-Coumaroyl-CoA to chalcone, has strong positive control over all downstream reactions and

292

steady state concentrations. Control over downstream steady state concentrations is also largely

293

focused in the core branching enzymes F3'H and F3'5'H (Fig. 1), which exhibit positive control

and

6.6%of

the total steady state concentration respectively (Fig.

12

2b).

mM

range

32.7%,

This chemical

This result suggests that evolution
e., the
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294

over some products and negative control over others (Fig. 2c). The secondary branching enzyme

295

DFR also exerts substantial control over the downstream anthocyanin and avonol species.

296

contrast, the nal enzyme in the pathway (ANS) exhibits little control over any oating species

297

except its substrates.

298

at the end of simple linear and branched pathways [e.g.

299

upstream nodes. The elasticities of the pathway also exhibit substantial variability. Most reactions

300

are insenstitive to the concentrations of most oating species.

301

are consistent with intuitive expectations based on examining pathway topology.

302

reactions utilizing dihydrokampferol (DHK) as a substrate are highly positively sensitive to DHK

303

concentration. Conversely, the reactions involving substrates that compete with DHK are negatively

304

sensitive to DHK concentration (Fig.

305

pigment, this control structure is consistent with our observation of bias down this branch in the

306

steady state of the naive model. The topology of the pathway results in the red branch exerting

307

a dampening eect on the branches with which it competes for upstream source material.

308
309

In

This observation is consistent with previously observed behavior of steps

2d).

[25, 26]], in which control is shifted to

However, there are hotspots that
For example,

Because this branch leads to the red pelargonidin

Replicated evolutionary simulations yield an envelope of viable trajectories

310

Our evolutionary simulations from the steady state in the naive model to the delphinidin production

311

optimum (90% of total steady state concentration) revealed a high degree of variability in the

312

intermediate phenotypes.

313

conditions to yield 9,999 trajectories from the naive starting state to the delphinidin-optimized

314

end-point.

315

to reach an optimum in the alotted number of mutational attempts. These errors were detected

316

by the built-in exception-catching scheme of

317

yield a nal set of 9,985 good trajectories. These trajectories lie within a dened envelope when

318

plotted in delphinidin space, but are nonethless highly variable (Fig. 3a). Variability in trajectories

319

through anthocyanin space is also evident in the distributions of simulation end-point steady state

320

concentrations (Fig.

We repeated 9,999 replicate evolutionary simulations under the same

Of these trajectories, twenty-four experienced some kind of numerical error or failed

enzo

and subsequently discarded from the analysis to

3b) and the trajectories mapped in the pigment spaces of other oating

13
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10%

species (Fig. S1). Because of the

322

there is an small, expected degree of variation around delphinidin concentration.

323

other anthocyanins (pelargonidin and cyanidin) and the avonol compounds (kampferol, quercetin,

324

and myricetin) have very broad distributions of end-point steady state concentrations, ranging from

325

0%

326

5.6%

327

to

328

within the imposed evolutionary constraints.

329

Pathway control shifts to bias activity toward the delphindin branch

330

Our comparison of control coecients and elasticites between the naive starting state and the me-

331

dian of the evolved models revealed the patterns that facilitate evolution to the new delphinidin

332

optimum. As predicted, pathway control and elasticity shifted away from the starting model. The

333

control coecients of the rst step in the pathway (CHS conversion of P-Coumaroyl-CoA to chal-

334

cone) remained positive for all downstream reactions (Fig. 4a). However, these coecients tended

335

to become slightly more positive for reactions leading toward delphinidin production and slightly

336

less positive for those directing ux toward other branches.

337

branch gained additional control over the reactions that involved competing substrates or lie on

338

competing branches (Fig. 4a). Similarly, the elasiticities of these competing reactions became more

339

negatively sensitive to the concentration of delphinidin precursors, particularly the branching pre-

340

cursor DHM (Fig.

341

F3'H, F3'5'H, as well as the downstream enzyme DFR, which directly acts on the branching pre-

342

cursors leading to anthocyanidin synthesis.

343

relative to branching steps (and those experiencing substrate competition) was consistent with our

344

prediction that enzymes capable of exerting dierential control over ux down pathway branches

345

would the predominant drivers of the phenotypic transition. Overall, the patterns of control and

346

elasticity remained largely similar for most of the pathway, reecting the ability of pathway ux to

347

be modulated by quantitative changes occurring at certain loci.

to approximately

10%

delphindin optimum,
However, the

of total steady state concentration (Fig. 3b). Of the 9,985 end-points

contain greater than or equal to

10%

tolerance level imposed on the

50%

321

10%

pelgardonidin and

4.4%

contain greater than or equal

cyanidin suggesting that the pathway topology is capable of acheiving a diversity of states

4b).

The components of the delphinidin

Large shifts were focused on reactions involving the branching enzymes

The observed lack of change in the upstream steps

14
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348

Evolution of the pathway between optima reveals key mutational targets

349

As predicted, mutations selected during the evolutionary simulations were concentrated in a few

350

'hotspot' loci, indicating a certain degree of predictability in the evolution of the pathway. These

351

changes were focused in enzymes capable of exerting dierential control of pathway ux, such as

352

the branching enzymes (F3'H, F3'5'H) and those subject to substrate competition (i.e. DFR). We

353

counted the number of xation events involving each model parameter across all 9,985 simulated

354

trajectories, nding that greater than 95% of xed mutations occur in the parameters of F3'H,

355

F3'5'H, DFR, or FLS (Fig. S2a), which is consistent with our predictions and with the observed

356

alterations to the pathway control structure.

357

We combined distributions of tness eects (DFE) (selection coecients for each mutation) for

358

each model parameter across all 9,985 replicate simulations to estimate the overall DFE for each of

359

these parameters (Fig. S2a). There are striking dierences between the DFE for each parameter,

360

with broad similarities observed between parameters of the same pathway enzymes (Fig.

361

Across the data, selection coecients were more commonly negative (deleterious) and thus most

362

mutations were rejected during the evolutionary simulations. For certain parameters, such as those

363

pertaining to the nal step enzyme ANS, the distributions were almost entirely concentrated around

364

zero. This eect is likely due to the limited pathway control exhibited by ANS (Fig. 2d), resulting

365

in an extreme rarity of mutations with substantial tness eect size in either direction. Upstream

366

enzyme mutations, which generally lack the ability to exert substantial dierential control over ux

367

down the various branches, were similarly concentrated around zero. In contrast, for the parameters

368

belonging to the frequently-xed enzymes F3'H, F3'5'H, DFR, and FLS there exist long positive

369

tails in the DFE (Fig. S2b), from which mutations with reasonably high selection coecients could

370

be xed. The median selection coecient for xed mutations across all 9,985 trajectories was

371

with the smallest xed mutation having

s = 2.4x10−6

15

and the largest having

s = 0.43.

S2b).

0.044,
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372

Enzyme and substrate competition result in pleiotropic tradeos

373

Evolution toward the delphinin optimum resulted in sharp and predictable trade-os in the pro-

374

duction of other pathway products. Shifts in the values of parameters for each enzyme were largely

375

consistent in their directionality across all 9,985 simulations (Fig. 6; Fig. S2c,d,e). Large shifts

376

occurred in the values of parameters with positive DFE tails (Fig. S2b), which act as major con-

377

tributors during pathway evolution (Fig.

378

acting on the blue precursor DHM were substantially improved in almost all simulations, whereas

379

the

380

ecting an evolved preference of the enzyme for the blue precursor. Activity of the rst branching

381

enzymes F3'H and F3'5'H, were also strongly increased relative to the starting point, reecting the

382

concerted re-direction of ux toward the blue delphinidin branch(Fig. 6; Fig. S2c,d,e). Meanwhile,

383

the activity of FLS, which competes for pigment precursor substrate pools with DFR, was consis-

384

tently reduced (Fig.

385

branch and toward the anthocyanin branch.

386

the starting state model in parameters belonging to enzymes with DFEs concentrated around zero,

387

such as the nal enzyme ANS (Fig.

388

away from the starting state model in parameters belonging to enzymes with DFEs concentrated

389

around zero, such as the nal enzyme ANS (Fig. 6; Fig. S2c,d,e). When we initialized a model

390

with mean-optimal parameter values, taken over all trajectories, it yielded a steady state wherein

391

delphinidin composed

392

(Fig. 6).

Kcat

and

KM

S2).

For example, the

Kcat

and

KM

values for DFR

values for competing subtrates of DFR tended to be drastically weakened, re-

6; Fig.

95%

S2c,d,e), consistent with redirection of ux away from the avonol

6; Fig.

In contrast, there was virtually no shift away from

S2c,d,e).

In contrast, there was virtually no shift

of the total concentration, slightly overshooting the dened optimum

393

Mean Spearman correlation coecients (ρ, see methods) revealed the relationships between the

394

steady state concentrations of oating species (Fig. 6a). There are many tight correlations between

395

steady state concentrations of oating species during evolution between states. Expected relation-

396

ships, such as the positive correlation between precursor production and the production of their

397

resulting reaction products, were reected in the data (Fig. 6a). For example, the blue precursor

398

dihydromyricetin (DHM) exhibits positive correlations with both downstream products that are de-

16
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399

rived from it: myricetin and delphinidin (Fig.6a). On average, the red precursor dihydrokampferol

400

(DHK) is negatively correlated with myricetin, delphinidin, and the DHM precursor (Fig.6a), de-

401

spite the fact that DHK is converted to DHQ by F3'H and then to the blue precursor DHM by

402

F3'5'H (Fig.

403

branch products (Fig.1; Fig. 6a) imposes a suciently large constraint on production of DHM to

404

result in a detectable trade-o.

405

1).

This results suggests that the use of DHK as a precursor to the pelardonidin

The interplay between the production of anthocyanin species and avonol species was also

406

detected in the correlation analysis.

407

is negatively correlated with those of kampferol, quercetin, and myricetin (Fig.6a).

408

demonstrates that there is a trade-o between production of the avonols and optimization for

409

production of delphinidin, with the strongest constraint on the concentration of the rst-branch

410

product, kampferol. We observed similar relationships within the anthocyanin group. For example,

411

delphinidin production is negatively correlated with both pelargonidin (Fig.

412

production (Fig. 6a). In contrast, pelargonidin and cyanidin are less strongly coupled and postively

413

correlated (Fig. 6a), which demonstrates the presence of asymmetric relationships under selection

414

for increased production along a single branch. Asymmetric constraints may help to explain the

415

distribution of pigment phenotypes seen in nature, such as the rarity of states that produce both

416

pelargonidin and delphinidin [50]. These results highlight the trade-os between oating species

417

that are inherent to the topology of the model and serve to shape evolution between phenotypic

418

states when total ux is constrained within a certain tolerance.

419

For example, the steady state concentration of delphinidin
This result

6a) and cyanidin

The parameters of the pathway model place tight constraints on one another during evolution

420

between phenotypic states, which is reected in the above analysis of directional shifts.

421

Spearman correlation coecients (ρ, see methods) for each pair of evolvable parameters (Fig. 6b)

422

provide a more detailed look at the clear pattern of positive and negative relationships amongst

423

the parameters of the model as they evolve (Fig. 6b). These patterns expose the inherent tradeos

424

present in the pathway as it evolves. For example, the

425

correlated with the

426

pattern is seen for the relationship between the

Kcat

Kcat

Mean

value of F3'H for DHK is negatively

values of FLS for all three prescursors (Fig. 6b) and an almost identical

Kcat

17

of F3'5'H for DHK with these same FLS

Kcat
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427

values (Fig. 6b). In general, this antagonistic relationship between FLS activity and delphinidin

428

production is reected in correlations across the parameter set.

429

DFR for DHM is also negatively correlated with the FLS precursor

430

These relationships are intuitive upon inspection of the pathway topology, because both the F3'H

431

and F3'5'H reactions are essential for directing pathway ux toward the blue branch, while the

432

FLS reactions draws ux away (Fig. 1). Likewise, DFR activity on the DHM precursor is essential

433

for the eective production of delphinidin by allowing the blue branch to compete with FLS for

434

precursor material.

435

the negative correlation between the

436

the red and purple precursors (Fig. 6b), which reects the inherent competition between the three

437

precursors for binding to DFR (Fig. 1). However, synergistic relationships between parameters are

438

also detected in this analysis. For example, the

439

with the

440

for the

441

KM

442

branching enzymes increases to direct ux toward the blue branch, the activity of the downstream

443

DFR on the blue precursor DHM also increases to keep pace.

444

445
446

Kcat

KM

For example, the

Kcat

Kcat

value of

values (Fig. 6b; DHK).

Other antagonistic relationships between parameters are detectable, such as

Kcat

value of DFR for DHM and the

Kcat

Kcat

values of DFR for

value of DFR for DHM is positively correlated

values of F3'H for DHK and F3'5'h for DHQ (Fig. 6b). A similar pattern is seen

value of DFR for DHM, showing that as the activity of F3'H and F3'5'H increases the

decreases (binding becomes tighter). These observations indicate that as activity of these rst

Discussion and Conclusions
A computational model of the anthocyanin pathway provides a framework
to study evolution

447

Transitions between ower color phenotypes have happened repeatedly during angiosperm evolu-

448

tion [51, 71, 72]] and these have often hinged on alterations to genes of the anthocyanin pigment

449

pathway [32, 35, 37, 47, 48]. Here we developed a mathematical model descriding the dynamics of

450

anthocyanin pathway activity and used it to probe the intrinsic behavior of the pathway. Using

451

realistic values drawn from empirical distributions of enzyme kinetic parameters, we parameterized

18
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452

a naive starting state model that is biased only by the topology of the pathway. We found that

453

this naive model exhibited stable dynamics, yielding a steady state solution that was characterized

454

by inherent bias toward the red-pigment branch. This observation is not surprising, based on the

455

pathway topology, because pelardonidin (and its avonol counterpart; kampferol) is produced at

456

the rst branch point in the pathway (Fig. 1). However, in natural systems red owers are com-

457

paratively rare [50], which indicates that there are factors beyond pathway structure that shape

458

the distribution of ower colors across taxa. Indeed, it has previously been hypothesized that red

459

owers are an evolutionary dead-end, a state that is dicult to evolve out of once it has been

460

entered, due the nature of mutations that lead to red oral pigmentation [50, 51]. Furthermore,

461

there is likely to be selection on other products of the avonoid pathway, such as the avonols

462

quercetin, kampferol, and myricetin. These compounds are known to act as sunscreens that protect

463

plant tissues from UV damage [7375]. Since there is a clear coupling between the anthocyanidins

464

and the avonols due to competition for shared substrates, simultaneous selection on both classes

465

of compounds might impose some of the additional constraints necessary to acheive the observed

466

distribution of ower colors in nature.

467
468

Evolution of the pathway model reveals major mutational targets and
alterations to pathway control

469

To develop an intuition for the evolutionary properties of the anthocyanin pathway, we computation-

470

ally evolved our mathematical model from the naive starting state toward an optimum phenotypic

471

state dened by the proportion of delphinidin pigment produced at steady state (90%). While the

472

starting point represents a red-owered state in a real biological system (producing predominantly

473

pelargonidin), the pre-dened optimum would result instead in blue owers [34, 49, 76, 77]. Transi-

474

tions between blue and red ower color have been repeatedly observed in nature, and are are known

475

to involve both loss-of-function and function-swiching mutations [3235, 37, 47, 48, 78], making this

476

type of transition a rich example for understanding the mechanisms by which the phenotype can

477

be altered.

478

Our replicated evolutionary simulations demonstrated the wide breadth of possible trajectories

19
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479

through pigment space that can be taken to reach the pre-dened delphinidin optimum.

480

other anthocyanins (pelargonidin and cyanidin) as well as the avonols (kampferol, quercetin, and

481

myricetin) are able to wander substantially when selecting on delphindin concentration.

482

reected in the broad distributions of end state concentrations as well as the trajectories through

483

these pigment dimensions (Fig.

484

biological systems could also potentially be highly variable. Experiments using directed evolution

485

of the anthocyanin pathway in a model organism might help to reveal the biological evolutionary

486

landscape.

S1).

The

This is

This result suggests that evolutionary trajectories in real

487

One of the key observations in this study was the shifting of pathway control during evolution of

488

the pathway model. Through a series of subtle changes the blue branch (leading toward delphindin)

489

evolved to exert greater control over both competing branches and competing reactions on the same

490

branch. Meanwhile, the reactions leading the delphiniding became less senstitive to the actions of

491

competing reactions and branches. Strikingly, these processes resulted in a quantitative weighting

492

of pathway activity, which achieved bias toward delphinidin production, without any dramatic

493

qualitative changes to the pathway control structure. This result suggests that the pathway activity

494

can be tuned dynamically by evolution to result in phenotypic changes.

495

In our replicate simulations we observed key genes that are the dominant contributors to evolu-

496

tion of the optimum phenotype. As we hypothesized, the branching enzymes (F3'H and F3'5'H) and

497

enzymes exhibiting competition for the substrate pools (DFR and FLS) were the main targets for

498

xed mutations, composing the vast majority of xed mutations. While mutations in the branching

499

genes and the DFR precursor reaction leading to delphinidin tended to increase activity, the activ-

500

ity of competing reactions was dampened in almost all simulations. These observations intuitively

501

make sense, because these enzymes can have dierent Michaelis constants and catalytic rates for

502

dierent substrates [7981]. Thus, they are poised to exert dierential control over pathway ux

503

down the branches, whereas changes in the upstream enzymes will tend to increase or decrease ux

504

globally across all downstream reactions, limiting their ability to play a role in dierential tuning

505

of activity.

20
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506

Simulated evolution informs expectations for biological evolution

507

Phenotype shifts in most of our simulations were achieved via a small number of mutations in

508

the four key genes, with the median trajectory length being nine steps.

509

broad implications for evolution of the anthocyanin pathway in biological systems, suggesting that

510

transitioning between pigment phenotypes is relatively easy given mutations at the right loci. In

511

fact, this prediction is consistent with the real systems that have been studied, wherein these same

512

key genes are repeatedly observed as causative mutations [32, 33, 35, 48]. For example, in the genus

513

Iochroma there was a transition from a blue-fowered ancestral state to a red-owered derived state

514

[36]. This change involved the down-regulation of F3'h, deletion of F3'5'h, and optimization of DFR

515

for the red precursor dihydrokampferol (DHK). These are three of the key mutational targets seen

516

in our simulations. The activity of FLS was not measured, but it is conceivable that it's activity

517

was also tuned during this transition. Interestingly, the causative mutations in this instance pointed

518

in the opposite direction from the changes we see here that shift pathway activity

519

branch. This type of symmetry is precisely what we would predict from our results for a blue-to-

520

red (rather than red-to-blue) transition. It is also consistent with extensive pleiotropic tradeos in

521

pathway activity that we detected in the simulated trajectories (see results). Competition between

522

enzymes for substrates (i.e. DFR and FLS for the DHK, DHQ, and DHM precursors) results in

523

trade-os that give rise to a tug-of-war between branches. In contrast, the competition between

524

substrates for a single enzyme (i.e. DHK, DHQ, and DHM for DFR) result in trade-os within a

525

branch. Thus, simultaneous increase in binding anity or catalytic activity for all substrates is not

526

advantageous when selecting on the steady state concentration of the product from a single branch,

527

and the directionality of advantageous mutations is largely predictable when the phenotype under

528

selection is known.

This observation has

toward

the blue

529

More experimental studies need to be conducted on anthocyanin pathway evolution to deter-

530

mine if the results from our simulations are generalizable to real systems. However, the apparent

531

agreement of our results with the available empirical data supports the idea that there is a reason-

532

able degree of predictability in evolution of the pathway, at least at the level of the genes that are

21
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533

likely to be involved and how we might expect them to change. These results thus have implications

534

both for the evolution of the anthocyanin pathway in real biological systems and for engineering of

535

the pathway for a desired activity. In fact, anthocyanin engineering applications are an active area

536

of research, with induced production of blue ower coloration being a target [76, 77]. By using a

537

model like the one presented here, parameterized based on measurements from a specic system

538

of interest, a desired optimum phenotype can be dened and putative target mutations can be

539

identied by evolving the model toward that phenotype. These mutations could then be directly

540

introduced into a living system and functionally characterized, potentially avoiding arduous and

541

expensive genetic screens.

542

The applicability of our results also extends beyond the scope of the anthocyanin pathway,

543

having broader ramications for understanding the evolution of branched pathways in general. For

544

example, the dominant contributions of branch-point genes to shifts in pigment phenotype is largely

545

due to the ability of these components to exert dierential control over the ux down the connected

546

branches. Thus, we predict that this property of branching enzymes should be largely unvisersal

547

across systems.

548

in a much simpler pathway structure containing a single branch [26].

549

from that expectations for linear pathways [25, 68], wherein the upstream enzymes tend to be the

550

dominant components that control pathway dynamics during evolution. Furthermore, the general

551

outline of the approach taken in this study consists of a few simple steps: 1) write realistic rate

552

laws describing the pathway, 2) choose a simulation API such as Tellurium [63] that is capable of

553

numerically integrating the coupled dierential equations to simulate pathway dynamics, and 3) use

554

a evolutionary framework similar to that we have implemented in

555

between states. Despite it's simplicity, this approach is a powerful tool for developing expectations

556

of evolutionary behavior and it should be widely applicable to any enzymatic pathway that can be

557

modelled mathematically.

In fact, at least one other computational evolution study found a similar result

22

This property also diers

enzo to evolve the pathway model
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558

Limitations of the work and future directions

559

Our mathematical model of the anthocyanin pathway has proven to be very useful for informing

560

expectations in the evolution of pathway activity and for helping to understand the interplay be-

561

tween pathway components during evolution. However, the model is by necessity a simplication

562

of the real system and there are various potential complexities that could be added to future ver-

563

sions.

564

work might improve upon the current iteration of our model.

565

Here we discuss several specic limitations imposed by our simplication and how future

A potential limitation of our model is the use of irreversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics.

It is

566

possible that in some circumstances the reversibility of reactions could play an important role in

567

constraining or facilitating evolution of pathway activity. For example, a reversible model might

568

tend to accumulate more intermediate compounds, altering the time-course and steady state be-

569

haviors of the system [26, 53]. Such an eect could potentially result in alteration of evolutionary

570

trajectories, requring more or dierent mutations to reach the optimum.

571

some reactions in the anthocyanin pathway are in fact measureably reversible [55, 56]. Thus, future

572

computational studies of the pathway should include a comparison of the eects of reversible and

573

irreversible rate laws on evolutionary trajectories and outcomes. Reversibility could either be exper-

574

imentally determined via kinetic measurements with products [82], esimated from thermodynamics

575

[83, 84], or encoded in a naive way similar to our starting point model.

There is evidence that

576

As noted in the methods, we allow all enzyme kinetic parameters to evolve independently in

577

our model, because we were unable to detect a pattern in the relationships between these parame-

578

ters. Likewise, although there is evidence of co-expression relationships between anthocyain enzyme

579

genes [32, 33, 48, 75, 85], there is insucient emperical data to build a quantitave model of the

580

co-expression landscape for the anthocyanin pathway. Nonetheless, these relationships may add ad-

581

ditional constraints to pathwat evolution and possibly even facilitate certain transitions more [86].

582

For example, coupling of catalytic constants for multiple substrates might render some hypothetical

583

mutations impossible. Likewise, the ability to simultaneously increase or decrease the expression

584

of multiple enzymes with a single mutation may either help or hinder movement toward another
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585

phenotype. Future work should use empirical data, such as enzyme assays and expression measure-

586

ments, to construct quantitative models of mutational correlations that could be superimposed on

587

the kinetic model to constrain mutational sampling during evolution.

588

Inclusion of these added biological complexities might help to explain certain properties of real

589

systems, such as the lack of naturally-occurring states that produce both delphindin and pelargoni-

590

din [50].

591

tions are relatively common [50]. Our model was able to capture inherent trade-os between the

592

two pigments and the relative decoupling of both from cyanidin. However, the extreme discretiza-

593

tion of the pathway state space in nature implies that there may be additional constraints that are

594

not accounted for in our simple model. Biochemical limitations on enzyme evolution, co-expression

595

relationships, or simply selection against certain states might contribute to reducing accessible oral

596

pigmentation phenotypes in real systems.

597

In contrast, states producing delphinidin/cyanidin and pelargonidin/cyanidin combina-
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842
843

Fig 1. Diagram of the simplied anthocyanin pathway model.

The simplied model

844

is depicted as an enzyme-centric pathway diagram. It includes the key anthocyanin and avonol

845

branches.

846

petition):

847

substrate 1,

848

ues and concentrations for competing substrates [53].

A complete set of rate laws for all path-

849

way reactions are available in the supplemental text.

Floating species abbreviations are: PCoA

850

(P-Coumaroyl-CoA), cha (chalcone), nar (naringenin), DHK (dihydrokampferol), DHQ (dihydro-

851

quercetin), DHM (dihydromyricetin), que (quercetin), kam (kampferol), myr (myricetin), LCD

852

(leucopelargonidin), LCC (leucocyanidin), LCD (leucodelphinidin), pel (pelargonidin), cya (cyani-

853

din), del (delphinidin).

854

avonols.

Inset shows general form of the irreversible rate law (accounting for substrate com-

S1

is concentration of substrate 1,

KM,1

Kcat,1

is the catalytic constant (turnover rate) for

is the Michaelis constant for substrate 1, the sum is over all other

Del, cya, and pel are the anthocyanidins.

KM

val-

Kam, que, and myr are the

Enzyme abbreviations are: CHS (chalcone synthase), CHI (chalcone isomerase), F3H

35
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855

(avanone-3-hydroxylase), F3'H (avonol-3'hydroxylase), F3'5'H (avonoid-3'5'hydroxylase), DFR

856

(dihyroavonol-4-reductase), FLS (avonol synthase), ANS (anthocyanidin synthase). Blue arrows

857

lead to delphinidin, red arrows lead to pelargonidin, purple arrows lead to cyanidin.
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858

860

Fig 2. Kinetic behavior and metabolic control analysis of the naive starting state
model. a) time-course simulation of the unbiased starting state model showing anthocyanidin

861

concentrations over time: pelargondin (red), cyanidin (purple), and delphinidin (blue). The other

862

compounds are shown in gray. The symmetrical avonol equivalents of each anthocyanidin (kamper-

863

fol, quercetin, and myricetin) can be seen in gray behind the red, purple, and blue lines, respectively.

864

b) Steady state concentrations of each oating species in the naive model. c) Heatmap of concen-

865

tration control coecients for all pathway reactions except for sinks at boundary conditions. d)

866

Heatmap of elasticity matrix for all pathway reactions except for diusion sinks at boundaries.

867

In heatmaps, abbreviated oating species identiers are used for each unique oating species in the

868

model (see Fig. 1). Each unique reaction in the pathway model is denoted using the format En-

869

zyme(oating species), for example ANS(LCD) represents the reaction resulting from ANS acting

870

on LCD as a subtrate.

859
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871

873

Fig 3. Evolutionary trajectories and optimum state steady state concentration distributions. a) Trajectories through delphinidin space. Dark blue line shows mean trajectory,

874

averaged across all 9,985 simulations. Shaded blue area shows envelope containing

875

tories. Top limit is maximum value at each step, bottom limit is minimum value. b) Distributions

876

of optimal (end-point) steady state concentrations for each oating species in the model shown as

877

a boxenplot. c) Distribution of simulated trajectory lengths (median length is 9 steps).

872

38

95%

of trajec-
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878
879

Fig 4. Pathway control shifts to acheive a bias toward the delphinidin branch.

880

Top panel shows heatmap of median optimal concentration control coecient matrix, taken over

881

all 9,985 simulations. Bottom panel is the dierence between starting state and median optimal

882

end state concentration control coecient matrices.

883

optimal elasticity coecient matrix, taken over all 9,985 simulations. Bottom panel is the dierence

884

between starting state and median optimal end state elasticity coecient matrices. Heatmaps axes

885

are labeled as in g. 2. Abbreviated oating species identiers are used for each unique oating

886

species in the model (see Fig. 1). Each unique reaction in the pathway model is denoted using the

887

format Enzyme(oating species), for example ANS(LCD) represents the reaction resulting from

888

ANS acting on LCD as a subtrate.

39

a)

b) Top panel shows a heatmap of median
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889

891

Fig 5. Parameters of branching enzymes are the dominant components of pathway
evolution. The mean values for the model parameters from all delphinidin-optimized end points

892

are shown on the pathway diagram. Enzyme circle size is proportional to concentration. Arrow

893

line thickness is proportional to mean

894

proportional to steady state concentration of the indicated oating species produced by a model

895

initialized with mean parameter values. Inset shows the starting state model, in which all parameters

896

of a given type are equal (see methods).

890

Kcat /KM .

40

The area of squares at the end of branches are
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897
898

Fig 6. Pleiotropic trade-os result from branching and competition.

a) Heatmap of

899

mean Spearman correlations between oating species concentrations across all 9,985 trajectories. b)

900

Heatmap of mean Spearman correlations between parameter changes across all 9,985 trajectories for

901

those parameters accounting for more than 5% of xation events. Correlations are shown between

902

enzyme concentrations (Et ), catalytic constants (Kcat ), and the

903

(1/KM in units of

904

corresponds to weaker binding.

M −1 )

inverse

of Michaelis constants

to make interpretation more intuitive, because higher

41

KM

(in

mM

units)

